Looking for a new challenge where you can bring in your creative problem-solving skills and your thirst for knowledge? Use your expert skills and drive innovation in Beyond Now!

Beyond Now is an international leading ecosystem orchestration and digital platform provider, powering organizations to launch new services at speed and grow revenue in an era of cloud, IoT, AI and 5G by utilizing our digital platform and SaaS BSS. We’re building our team with the best people, and that’s where you come in.

**Senior Frontend Developer (m/f/x)**

Premstätten | Full-time | Immediate Start

**What you’ll be doing:**
- You’ll design and implement state-of-the-art web applications in a highly innovative telecommunication/IoT environment
- You’ll connect the frontend via RESTful Web Services to the business processes
- You’ll be part of an international team of experts and IT-professionals, working in an agile environment
- You’ll make sure to deliver a high-quality software product through software quality assurance (unit and acceptance tests)
- You’ll drive innovation and push forward projects by implementing new techniques and new technologies

**What you bring to the role:**
- You have completed an IT education or comparable qualifications
- Your creative problem-solving skills and thirst for knowledge drive innovation
- You are passionate about working with international clients and within an international team
- You have professional experience with JS-Frameworks like React, Angular or Vue.js using Typescript
- You have a deep knowledge of web technologies/standards like webpack, SASS and BEM
- You have experience with REST web services and modern HTML5 / CSS3 Frameworks, building HTML templates based on design
- You are familiar with frontend testing frameworks and methodologies as well as version control software, e.g. Git
- You have good communication skills in English (verbal and written). German would be an asset.

**What’s in it for you:**

Beyond Now Benefits:

- A minimum salary of 56,000,- gross per year is intended. However, we offer a salary in line with the market, depending on your specific qualifications and professional experience.